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Trends among Oklahoma Foundations: 
Evaluating Program Impact  

As part of our work for the Sarkeys Foundation Southwest Regional Leadership Forum, Dugan 

Bassett Consulting conducted a survey of Oklahoma foundations to assess their expectations 

for evaluations of programs they fund. The web-based survey was distributed in September 

2017 by Sarkeys Foundation staff to their peers at Oklahoma foundations. Nine respondents 

participated in the survey. While results may not be statistically significant, they provide a 

helpful snapshot of foundation expectations. The foundations represented fund a broad swath 

of different issue areas, with some funding a handful and others funding a large number. 

Responses suggest no foundation was represented more than once, however steps taken to 

guarantee anonymity make this difficult to confirm. 

The 50,000 Foot View: What Are Oklahoma Funders Looking for in 

Evaluations? 

 Expectations are fairly modest. Funders generally understand organizations have limited 

time and resources for evaluation.  

 Evaluating outcomes is clearly a top priority for most respondents, although results are 

mixed on whether foundations are willing to pay for such evaluations. 
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Evaluate effectiveness of program processes

Evaluate program outcomes

Assess long-term impact on participants

Assess community impact

Assess policy change

Evaluate cost-effectiveness

Make changes as program proceeds

Share lessons learned

Assess expansion potential

Evaluating Outcomes, Making On-going Changes Top Goals 

Very Important Important
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 Evaluation should not be an end activity! Evaluation is integral to program success and 

funders expect evaluation to be an on-going activity. 

 Think about evaluation before, during, and after a project. 

 Establish outcomes for programs and measure against them. 

 Evaluation should inform program development on an on-going basis. 

 It is a learning process. Be honest about the results. 

 Commit to long-term metrics. 

 

 
 Full process evaluation is less important, but analysis of process is important for reports.  

 Statistics on outcomes were most popular with funders, although they also wanted to 

see some participant stories and analysis of the processes followed. 

 Keep it simple. Focus on a few metrics that show outcomes. 

 Clearly link achievement and evaluation of programs to the organization's mission, 

goals, and strategies.   
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Participant stories

Participant quotes

Processes descriptions

Resources descriptions

Participant characteristics stats

Outcome stats

Outcomes by participant characteristics

Analysis of program processes

Impact of program elements

Assessment of systemic change

In-depth statistical analysis of impact

Outcome Stats are Key in Reports, Followed by Participant Stories and 
Analysis of Processes 

Very Important Important
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Although evaluation is important to funders, attitudes about using grant funds for evaluation 

don’t always line up. When asked “Are program evaluation costs an allowable expense using 

your foundation's grant funds? Please describe.” only two respondents described encouraging 

grantees to use funds for evaluation.  Four described some type of restrictions, including one 

who said costs should be minimal. Two responded that evaluation costs are allowed. One did 

not respond. 

 

 

Improving Evaluations 

While respondents were generally satisfied with the evaluation information they receive from 

grantees, most had tips for how to improve evaluations. Oklahoma foundations responding to 

the survey were asked for common mistakes they see in evaluations and steps nonprofits can 

take to improve their approach to evaluation to meet the needs of funders. 

Common Evaluation Missteps 

Responses from funders reflected common themes about overly complicated evaluations or 

disingenuous results. All responses to the question about common mistakes follow. 

 “Failure to return the requested form in a timely fashion.” 

 “Thinking evaluation is complicated and not figuring out evaluation tools at the front 

end. Being afraid of failure.” 

 “Measuring outputs vs. outcomes.”  
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Very Satisfied Satisfied Somewhat Satisfied

How Satisfied Are Oklahoma Funders with the 
Evaluation Information They Receive? 
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 “Grantees and funders too, need to understand evaluation is about both success and 

failure.” 

 “Making the evaluations too complicated.” 

 “Not being candid about lessons learned—being disingenuous about their 

narratives/successes.” 

 “Only evaluating from the "frame" which they believe the funder wants them to 

evaluate instead of building a consistent and effective evaluation framework.” 

 

Maximizing Relationships and Resources 

As part of the survey, foundation representatives were asked “How could nonprofit grantees 

improve their program evaluations?” Responses varied but provided useful tips for how to 

utilize all the resources at nonprofits’ disposal. 

 “Be open with funders about your evaluation process.” 

 “Schedule an in-person meeting with the foundation officer to discuss your program 

results.” 

 “Engage in dialogue and data sharing agreements with key stakeholders such as DHS, 

Dept. of Health, ODMHSAS, DOC, etc.” 

 “Bring in an outside expert, preferably out-of-state, for an unbiased, third-party audit.” 

 “Invest in databases that track outcomes.”  

 “Establish board committees that review outcomes regularly.”  

 

Using new approaches including impact measurement and lean data can help Oklahoma 

nonprofits meet foundation expectations for outcomes and impact evaluation, without 

breaking the bank. For more information on tools at your disposal or for help with designing an 

evaluation, visit www.duganbassett.com or contact Laura at lstudee@duganbassett.com. 

 

http://www.duganbassett.com/

